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ABSTRACT: The total medical costs of community-acquired pneumonia are directly
related to the costs of hospital admission and length of stay. The aim of the present
study was to evaluate the reasons for prolonged duration of stay in patients stratified in
five risk classes for death, and to identify factors associated with prolonged stay.

The study population consisted of 295 patients. According to lower (classes I, II, III)
or to higher (classes IV, V) risk, the target duration of hospitalization was set at 5 and 7
days, respectively. The causes of prolonged hospitalization were classified as
pneumonia-related, complications, unstable comorbid diseases and nonclinical factors.

The overall percentage of patients with appropriate duration of hospitalization was
32%. Causes of prolonged hospitalization were related mainly to pneumonia (32%)
from all risk classes. Morbid complications and instability of the underlying illness were
greater in class V patients. Nonclinical factors were present in 29.5% of cases.
Hypoxaemia, anaemia, hypoalbuminaemia, and complications appearing before 72 h
were associated with prolonged hospitalization.

The cause of prolonged hospitalization of patients with community-acquired
pneumonia is multifactorial, depending mainly on pneumonia and comorbid conditions
but there is a large number of unnecessary hospitalization days that could be reduced by
improving the efficiency of hospital care.
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Community-acquired pneumonia (CAP) has an
estimated incidence of l – 5 per 1,000 of the popula-
tion, with y30% of patients admitted to hospital for
treatment. Although most patients are treated on an
ambulatory basis, total direct medical costs of
pneumonia are dominated by the costs of hospital
admission and, therefore, directly related to the length
of hospital stay [1 – 3]. The decision to admit patients
to hospital is based on the presence of various risk
factors for death or for a complicated course, as
suggested by several guidelines and recent studies
[4 – 7]. However, little information exists on the safety
and optimal duration of hospitalization.

Generally, patients with bacterial infections stay in
hospital for 7 – 10 days [8 – 10].

The length of hospitalization is influenced by
underlying comorbid illness, the development of
medical complications [11 – 12] and severity of illness
at presentation [7]. For low-risk pneumonia patients,
WEINGARTEN et al. [13] proposed a practice guideline
that has the potential to significantly and safely reduce
the duration of hospital stay.

The purposes of this study were to determine the
reasons for prolonged duration of stay for patients
hospitalized with pneumonia, stratified in risk classes
according to a validated model for death [7], and to

identify associated factors based on clinical variables
recorded within 72 h of admission.

Methods

A prospective study was carried out in a public
acute-care teaching hospital in Valencia (Spain)
serving a population of 400,000. Adult patients
(w16 yrs of age) were included in the study if they
had symptoms compatible with CAP and evidence of
a new chest radiographic infiltrate without any other
alternative diagnosis during the entire follow-up
period (January 1998 to March 1999). Patients with
immunosuppression including seropositivity for the
human immunodeficiency virus, those who had been
hospitalized in the previous 15 days, or those with a
suspicion of lung abscess, aspiration, necrotizing
pneumonia or tuberculosis were excluded. Patients
were hospitalized following recommendations of the
Spanish Society of Pneumology and Thoracic Surgery
[6], which are very similar to those of the American
Thoracic Society (ATS) [4].

A prospective protocol was developed, which was
presented to all the medical personnel of the
Pneumology service (Hospital Universitario La fe,
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Valencia, Spain), and which comprised: evaluation of
initial severity, a pre-established target duration of
hospitalization, evaluation of causes of prolonged
stay, and a control assessment 30 days after discharge.
Patients were assigned to risk classes I – V as defined
by FINE et al. [7]. According to this classification, for
class I – III patients the target duration of hospitaliza-
tion was set at 5 days, and for class IV – V patients at 7
days. The length of hospital stay was restricted to 5
and 7 days, respectively, as these were the median
number of days for class I patients and for the total
number of patients in the study of FINE et al. [7].

The attending physician was aware of the patients9
risk classification and was responsible for hospital
discharge although they did not receive written or oral
recommendations for each patient. The physician9s
decision and potential reasons for prolonged duration
of hospitalization (i.e. w5 days for class I – III
patients and w7 days for class IV – V patients) were
assessed by an independent physician following
hospital discharge, who also graded the severity of
illness at presentation. An appointment was made for
a control visit 30 days after hospital discharge. Re-
admission and return to normal activities were also
recorded.

The severity of illness at presentation was evaluated
within 24 h of admission, following a prediction rule
for prognosis developed by FINE et al. [7]. Other data
evaluated included any history of alcohol abuse,
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD),
diabetes mellitus, previous antibiotic therapy and
regular treatment with inhaled steroids, as well as
blood cell count, serum albumin and liver enzyme
levels, and the number of pulmonary lobes showing an
infiltrate on the initial chest radiograph.

Reasons for continued hospitalization were assessed
by medical record review after discharge from the
hospital. A protocol similar to that described by
WEINGARTEN et al. [13] was also used to assess clinical
reasons, and evaluation of other nonclinical reasons.
Criteria for prolonged hospitalization were categor-
ized in four categories as outlined in table 1. Total
length of hospital stay per patient was calculated by
subtracting the admission date from the discharge
date.

In addition, radiographical and analytical control
data were recorded for patients alive at 30 days when
deemed necessary, together with information on
complications related to pneumonia and/or under-
lying disease that required treatment in the outpatient
setting, re-admission rate due to pneumonia- and/or
comorbid disease-related problems, and days for
return to usual activities or to work.

Statistical analysis

Primary end-points included adherence to guide-
lines for hospital discharge, duration of hospitaliza-
tion, and mortality for risk classes of FINE et al. [7].
The Mann-Whitney U-test, Spearman9s correlation
coefficient, and the Chi-squared test were used to
compare parameters associated with prolonged hos-
pitalization. Causes of prolonged hospitalization

depending on initial risk class were analysed by
analysis of variance (ANOVA); when statistical signi-
ficance was achieved a post hoc correction using the
Bonferroni test was performed within the five risk
classes. The Kruskal-Wallis test was used when vari-
ables did not follow a normal distribution. Statistical
significance was set at pv0.05.

Results

A total of 295 inpatients with CAP were included in
the study. As shown in table 2, 59% of patients were
males and the mean age of the population was 70 yrs.
Congestive heart failure, COPD, diabetes, and cere-
brovascular disease were the most frequent co-existing
conditions. Reasons for hospitalization in the 64 pati-
ents with risk class I and II included in Sociedad
Española de Neumologı́a y Cirugı́a Torácica (SEPAR)
guidelines were: comorbidity, 17 (two COPD and one
asthma in risk class I and four COPD, four cardio-
vascular, three neoplasic, two hepatic and one

Table 1. – Categorization of causes of prolonged hospital-
ization

Causes

Pneumonia-related
Fever (w37.5 uC)
Blood pressure

systolicv100 mmHg or diastolicv60 mmHg
Hyponatraemia v130 mmol?L-1

Hypernatraemiaw155 mol?L-1

Respiratory failure
Room air Pa,O2v60 mmHg or
Arterial blood saturation v90%

Respiratory acidosis pH ¡7.30
Acute changes in mentation
Metastatic infection

Complications
Respiratory

Metapneumonic pleural effusion
Empyema requiring thoracocentesis and/or drainage
Thromboembolism
Haemoptysis

Cardiovascular
Acute myocardial infarction
Worsening chronic or new congestive heart failure
Hypertensive crisis
Ventricular fibrillation or tachycardia
New or unstable atrial flutter or fibrillation
Supraventricular tachycardia

Hepatic
Gastrointestinal

Bleeding
Diarrhoea
Vomiting

Others
Unstable comorbid disease
Nonclinical reasons
"Weekend effect"
Delay in radiographical results
Delay in laboratory results
Need for supportative care
Others

Pa,O2: arterial oxygen tension.
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cerebrovascular diseases in risk class II); age w65 yrs,
11; prior treatment failure, nine; pleural effusion, 10;
multilobar pneumonia, eight; respiratory failure, five;
respiratory rate (w30), two; increased urea, one; and
leukocytosis (w30,000), one. Antibiotic therapy
included the administration of b-lactam agents in 83
patients, quinolones or macrolides in 27, and a
combination of b-lactams or quinolones and macro-
lides in 185. Adherence to SEPAR guidelines with
respect to empirical treatment was achieved in 65.8%.

Prior ambulatory antimicrobial treatment had been
prescribed in 36%. The median duration of hospita-
lization was 9 days.

Thirty-one patients died giving a mortality rate of
10.5%. The distribution of patients according to risk
class for death is shown in table 2. More than half of
the patients were in the highest risk classes. The group
of patients who died had a mean age of 77.6 yrs and
co-existing conditions were present in 26 (84%).
Mean¡SD length of stay in hospital was 9.3¡7.4
days. Twenty-seven (87.1%) of the 31 patients who
died had been assigned to the highest risk class (IV –
V). Causes of death were acute respiratory failure in
eight patients, heart failure in eight, septic shock in
four, multi-organ failure in three, decompensation of
the comorbid illness in four, and progression of
pneumonia in four.

The overall percentage of patients who stayed
longer than expected was 68%. The causes of
prolonged hospitalization in surviving patients
according to risk classes are shown in table 3. A
significantly higher rate of prolonged hospitalization
was found in risk class III (86.9%) compared to risk
class IV (58.7%) (pv0.05). Causes of prolonged
hospitalization were associated with pneumonia in
32% of cases, mostly due to respiratory failure;
medical complications occured in 14% and unstability
of the comorbid illness in 12% (table 3). Statistical
differences were found among the five risk classes for
pneumonia-related reasons, which were higher in risk
class III compared to risk class IV (Bonferroni test,
pv0.05). Complications were especially frequent
among patients in risk class V and strikingly frequent
in risk class I; the differences were almost statistically
significant (p~0.06).

Seventy per cent of complications were already

Table 2. – Demographic and clinical characteristics of 295
patients with community-acquired pneumonia admitted to
hospital

Data Number Per cent

Age, yrs 70¡15
Sex, M/F 175 : 120
Co-existing conditions

Congestive heart failure 98 33.2
COPD 75 25.4
Diabetes mellitus 61 20.7
Cerebrovascular disease 32 10.8
Renal disease 18 6.1
Neoplastic disease 14 4.7
Liver disease 11 3.7

Risk class for death
I 23 7.8
II 41 13.9
III 61 20.7
IV 121 41.0
V 49 16.6
Length of stay days 9.6¡5
Deaths 31 10.5

Data are presented as mean¡SD or subject numbers. M:
male; F: female; COPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease; I, II, III: low risk; IV, V: high risk.

Table 3. – Causes of continued hospitalization according to risk classes

Data

Risk classz

Total n I II I IV V p-value

Patients n 295 23 41 61 121 49 0.01
Length of stay daysz 7 8 9 9 10 0.01
Deaths 31 (10.5)z 1 (43) 3 (4.9) 12 (9.9) 15 (30.6) v0.001
Continued hospitalisation 201 (76.1)z 16 (69.5) 28 (68.3) 53 (86.9) 71 (58.7) 33 (67.3) 0.008

Pneumonia-related reasons 85 (32.2) 4 (18.2) 12 (29.3) 28 (48.3) 29 (26.6) 12 (35.3) 0.04
Fever 28 (10.6) 4 (18.2) 4 (9.8) 11 (18.9) 7 (6.4) 2 (5.9)
Respiratory failure 47 (17.8) 6 (14.6) 14 (24.1) 18 (16.5) 9 (26.5)
Metastatic infection site 5 (1.9) 1 (4.5) 3 (7.3) 1 (2.9)
Acute changes in mentation 4 (1.5) 1 (2.4) 2 (1.8) 1 (2.9)
Hyponatraemia, hypernatraemia 3 (1.1) 1 (4.5) 1 (1.7) 1 (0.9)
Other* 3 (1.1) 1 (1.7) 2 (5.9)

Complications 36 (13.6) 5 (22.7) 3 (7.3) 6 (10.3) 13 (11.9) 9 (26.5) 0.06
Unstable underlying illness 32 (12.1) 2 (9.1) 3 (7.3) 7 (12.1) 13 (11.9) 9 (26.5) NS

Nonclinical factors 78 (29.5) 5 (22.7) 16 (39.0) 20 (34.5) 28 (25.7) 9 (26.5) NS

"Weekend effect" 24 (9.1) 2 (9.1) 2 (4.9) 10 (17.2) 8 (7.3) 2 (5.9)
Delay in radiographic results 20 (7.5) 1 (4.5) 4 (9.7) 5 (8.6) 9 (8.3) 1 (2.9)
Delay in laboratory results 21 (7.9) 2 (9.1) 7 (17.1) 2 (3.4) 8 (7.3) 2 (5.9)
Need of supportive care 7 (2.6) 1 (2.4) 1 (1.7) 2 (1.8) 3 (8.8)
Other 6 (2.3) 2 (4.9) 2 (3.4) 1 (0.9) 1 (2.9)

Data are expressed in absolute number (%).; Some patients may have had more than one cause for continued hospitalization.
I, II, III: low risk; IV, V: high risk; NS: nonsignificant. z: including the whole sample group; *: severe diabetic
decompensation, haemolytic anemia, electrolyte abnormalities other than hypo- or hypernatraemia.
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present on admission or developed within 24 h, while
90% of complications appeared within 72 h of
hospital admission. Nonclinical factors, in particular
the "weekend effect" and delays in availability of
radiographic or laboratory results, accounted for pro-
longed stay in 29.5% of cases, especially in the three
lowest risk classes, although the differances were not
significant.

The reasons for remaining hospitalized after the
target duration, if patients who died later are included,
remained almost the same: pneumonia-related reasons
30.8%, complications 13.9%, unstable underlying
disease 13.6% and nonclinical factors 29.5%.

Thirty-one patients received medical care (table 4) in
the outpatient setting due to persistence or worsening
of cough, dyspnoea, or expectoration, new symptoms
or fever after an asymptomatic period, and decom-
pensation of co-existing condition or mild complica-
tions. However, only nine patients were re-admitted
(hospital re-admission rate of 3.4%). All re-admissions
occurred in patients with prolonged hospitalization.
Patients were able to return to normal activities after an
average of 24 days. There were no significant differ-
ences in the average time to return to daily activities
between patients with appropriate and prolonged
length of stay, or among patients in the different risk
classes.

Prolonged hospitalization was significantly associ-
ated with neoplastic disease, anaemia, and development
of respiratory, cardiovascular, renal, and gastrointesti-
nal complications within 72 h of hospital admission.
Serum albumin correlated inversely with prolonged
hospitalization (r~-0.18, pv0.05). Initial oxygen
tension in arterial blood (Pa,O2) also showed an
inverse correlation with prolonged hospitalization
(r~-0.29, pv0.05). The proportion of patients treated
according to SEPAR guidelines, and who adjusted to
protocol length of stay was 34% versus 26% in the rest
(pw0.05). Seventy-one per cent of patients who
received prior ambulatory antimicrobial treatment
stayed longer than the target duration versus 67% of
those who did not receive it (pw0.05).

Discussion

It was found that pneumonia-related reasons were
responsible for prolonged hospitalization in 32% of
patients, and that time to reach stability of a co-
existing condition and/or morbid complications were

responsible in more than one-third of patients in the
highest risk class. Moreover, potentially unnecessary
hospitalization days were found in 29% of patients
due the "weekend effect" and/or delay in the avai-
lability of chest radiographs or results of laboratory
tests. Clinical factors associated with continued
hospitalization included initial hypoxaemia, anaemia,
neoplastic disease and complications within 72 h after
admission.

In the present study, like others, the criteria for
admission were in accordance with recommendations
of the ATS [4] and SEPAR. These criteria include
specific risk factors not only for a mortality, but also
for a complicated course, such as comorbidity or age
w65 yrs, which were in fact found in some patients in
risk classes I and II. Moreover, as recognized by FINE

et al. [7], the prediction rule has potential limitations:
it does not estimate important clinical features, such
as multilobar pneumonia or prior treatment failure,
and may minimize the significance of notable signs,
such as those of respiratory failure or severe
comorbidity, especially in young patients, in whom
the low age would not sum up to the 71 points
required to reach class III.

A total of 32% of patients were discharged from the
hospital on the expected date or before, whereas
prolonged hospitalization was recorded in the other
68% of cases. In the present study, target days 5 and 7
(median of class I and of the whole group of FINE et
al. [7]) were chosen instead of a more conservative
length of stay of 7 and 9 days (median of class III and
V, respectively) because the aim was to study causes of
prolonged stays and it has been reported as a frequent
event that patients remain hospitalized for about two
days after reaching stability [14]. In fact, in ¡50% of
patients in the study of HALM et al. [15], the median
time to achieve overall clinical stability was 4 – 6 days
for risk classes I – III and 6 – 7 days for risk classes IV
and V. As shown by others [15 – 17], pneumonia-
related problems were the most frequent cause of
continued hospitalization in all risk classes. In the
present study, class III patients showed the highest
percentage of pneumonia-related causes responsible
for prolonged hospitalization, so that only 50% of
these patients reached clinical stability in 5 days. If the
target time to be discharged in class III patients had
been 7 days, 40% of hospital stays would have been
considered appropriate. MCCORMICK et al. [18]
showed that interhospital variation in the lengths of
stay was particularly substantial in the moderate-risk
category (risk class III).

Instability of comorbid disease was the most
common reason for continued hospitalization in the
high-risk category. FINE and coworkers [14, 19]
identified treatment of comorbid illness as one of the
factors recognized by physicians to cause prolonged
hospital stay in CAP. However, continued hospital
stay may be justified for the adjustment of medication
for cardiac disease or diabetes mellitus, as explicitly
mentioned in the appropriateness evaluation protocol
(AEP) for justifying a hospital day for pneumonia
patients [20]. A target value for length of stay is
difficult to establish when care of comorbid conditions
is considered. According to the AEP [20], a decision

Table 4. – Reasons for medical care after discharge

Reason Patients n
Risk class

I II III IV V

Persistence of symptoms 14 2 2 3 6 1
New symptoms or fever

after an asymptomatic
period

11 2 1 7 1

Decompensation of
co-existing condition
or mild complications

6 6

Re-admission 9 3 4 2
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for hospital discharge can be appropriate when
adjustment of medications within the past 48 h has
not been required.

It has been shown that wide discretion in physicians
discharge decisions correlate with differences in
patient outcome [21, 22]. In fact, no re-admissions
occurred among the patients with appropriate hospi-
tal stay, so that in the absence of problems, the fixed
targets of 5 and 7 days depending on the severity of
illness are safe. WEINGARTEN and coworkers [13, 23,
24] investigated the safety and effectiveness of a
practice guideline that provided information about
switching patients from parenteral to oral antimicro-
bials and early hospital discharge. They found a high
compliance and that patient outcomes remained
unchanged [13, 23, 24]. In the multicentre study of
MCCORMICK et al. [18], medical outcomes including
mortality, hospital re-admission rate, and dates of
return to usual activities and to work were similar in
patients admitted to hospital with differences in the
length of stay. Likewise, in the present study, return to
usual activities was neither associated with inadequacy
to target length of stay, nor with risk classes for death.

Interestingly, nonclinical factors, especially delays
in having available results of radiographic or labora-
tory tests and the "weekend effect", accounted for
failure of the fixed criteria in 29.5% of cases, mainly
among patients in the three lowest risk categories.
Accordingly, improving the efficiency of hospital care
should reduce the mean duration of hospitalization
for this disease without adversely affecting outcome.
Additional measures may also be helpful, such as
assessment of the patient9s status before the control
visit at 30 days and improving the quality of discharge
planning [25]. Although short lengths of stay may be
associated with cost-shifting (reductions in costs in the
hospital off-set by increases in costs after hospital
discharge) [26], most patients who are at low risk
for mortality from CAP prefer outpatient treatment
[27].

Morbid complications, particularly respiratory and
cardiac complications were the third largest cause of
hospital stay longer than expected. These findings are
consistent with the prospective study of FINE et al.
[12], who reported that most surviving inpatients
(69%) and almost all who died (94.4%) had one or
more medical complications, with respiratory failure
and congestive heart failure the most prevalent. It
should be noted that in the present study, almost 90%
of medical complications occurred within the first 72 h
of admission. This is a clinically relevant finding since
the likelihood of severe complications after 3 days is
substantially reduced.

Several initial factors were associated with pro-
longed stay, such as hypoxaemia, anaemia, neoplastic
disease, level of albumin, and complications appearing
during the first 72 h. Hypoxaemia is a standard
criterion for admission to hospital and supports
consideration for intensive care [24]. In the present
study, the degree of hypoxaemia correlated with
prolonged length of stay. HALM et al. [15] found that
the median time to stabilization was longer to achieve
oxygen saturation (¢90%) than for other vital signs.

In conclusion, multiple causes were associated with

prolonged hospitalization in patients with community-
acquired pneumonia: the most important were
pneumonia-related clinical causes and nonclinical
factors, and less frequently complications and insta-
bility of underlying conditions. Clinical factors
associated with prolonged length of stay were initial
hypoxaemia, anaemia, neoplastic disease and compli-
cations arising within 72 h after admission. Nonclini-
cal factors generated a large number of unnecessary
hospitalization days, even among patients in the
lowest risk classes, which should be reduced by
improving the efficiency of hospital care and the
quality of the postdischarge treatment plan.
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